
Pool°TIME! >> The WAVE°App World 
Conquest Plan ...

The Pool° Organisation will grow into an international parallel Pool°  
Economy besides the free-market economies of the different nations! 

The Pool° is planned to act as a BANK also, lending currency to its other members 
(including freelancers) -- without taking interest, of course. Each member can deci-
de how much of its Pool° Budget will be made available for lending to other members. 

>> Because it is in Fact TIME that is the 
most valuable Good! – Not Money.

The Pool° Organisation smartphone 
WAVE°App as easy entry point will 
allow ANYBODY to join the Pool° Or-
ganisation (on a first level) & then use 
the app for Pool°TIME & Free°TIME 
recording + documentation as well 
as an electronic purse // account for 
True°CREDITS & Pool°CREDITS, 
based on blockchain technology.

Inside the Pool°, it is planned to trade both with an own ‚monetary‘ currency -- 
Pool°CREDITS and True°CREDITS -- as well as directly with certified Pool°TIME 
and Free°TIME. Work time will be able to be certified on different levels, starting 
with unskilled labour & ending with Chairman°TIME.

The diagram below shows exemplary how this can work for the first and founding 
members in a Pool° for Packaging Innovation (click the diagrams to get a PDF):

When Pool°TIME is earned, this is 
done by using the WAVE°App. After 
time on the job is completed, it must 
be documented -- by photo, PDF, etc. 
so that the other person who is cer-
tifying the TIME (the customer or 
Pool° Representative) can see what 
has been done.

On a second level, it will allow FREELANCERS to get different levels of CERTIFICA-
TION for their recorded time. On levels higher up, the app will be used by the staff of 
the Pool° Organisation itself for the certification of freelance EXPERTS.

The basic idea of the Pool° is to create an international organisation that works  
in parallel to the many, many corporations & companies – to better connect them  
and support them in innovation work, research, education & new product  
development. We are starting with a Pool° for FMCG & Packaging Innovation. It  
will have 5 nonprofit mission targets:

The Pool° Organisation will be:
>> Democratic Guild of Innovators ruled by SKILL
>>  (Freelancer) Expert Network for Innovation Services
>>  Platform for Open Innovation & project-based Alliances
>>  Integrated Currency Emittent

Two examples how this can work differently:
>> If a design freelancer is directly working for a customer, the designs are sufficient 

documentation -- the customer approves the time.
>>  If a hospital Pool° Member is preparing hospital food all day long, then this needs 

to be witnessed by a number of other Pool° Members -- through the app:

There are two basic kinds of Pool°TIME:

>> (Direct) Free°TIME earned in service for another person. The customer needs 
to accept the Pool°TIME Bill after the service is delivered. A reduction ratio can 
be included, but is considered an INCIDENT that might be investigated by the 
Pool° (for example because the service deliverer complains against the reduction). 
Free°TIME directly goes from the WAVE°App wallet of the customer to the wallet 
of the service deliverer and can thus be exchanged against other services.

>> (Public) Pool°TIME earned in service for a Pool° Institution or Branch. This 
TIME is still connected to the organisation it has been earned for and does not 
automatically compare 1:1 to Free°TIME. To exchange Pool°TIME into Free°TIME 
(or Pool°CREDITS or True°CREDITS), this either needs to be done by an official 
Branch of the Pool° Organisation (which will apply a Conversion Rate) -- or it can 
be accepted in a deal with another person that can freely propose a conversion rate 
for this.

OFFICIALLY CONNECTED POOL° PYRAMID

-  People inside use the app for TIME recording & documentation
-  Levels 1-4 must each be connected to 1 Representative
-  The Pool°s Chair(wo)men are defined by Chair(wo)men higher up
-  A Chairman & his Representatives can certify Pool°TIME
-  Levels 1-4 can only WITNESS Pool°TIME in Documentation
-  Only an official Pool° can turn Pool°TIME into Personal Free°TIME
-  The Pool° Organisation can exchange Free°TIME against Pool°CREDITS

People working for the Pool° can be:
>> Pool° Staff working exclusively for the Pool°
>> Freelancers working on Pool° projects or tasks
>> Employees of other companies working on Pool° projects or tasks

THE POOL° AND THE WAVE°APP

POOL°TIME

INTERNALS & EXTERNALS WORKING FOR THE POOL°

RULES OF POOL°TIME CERTIFICATION & TRADING
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ANYBODY will be able to use the WAVE°App – without any committment to the 
Pool° Organisation. It will be FREE to download from the app stores and is planned to 
become the standard tool for easy time recording and billing in the World.

When Pool°TIME or Pool°CREDITS are exchanged against True°CREDITS or 
Free°TIME in a deal, then the Pool Organisation emits newcurrency of that type -- 
and uses it to buy projects or products from Pool° Pyramids.

Currencies in an independent Pool° Pyramid

Independently grown Pool° Pyramids are only able to produce their own Pool°CRE-
DITS and their own Pool°TIME – a currency that stays connected to their Pool°.  
They can of course use True°CREDITS and Free°TIME as their ‚hard currencies‘, they 
just cannot generate it but have to get it from the Pool° Organisation or other business 
partners. Or they still use old money for this -- for now.

INDEPENDENT USE OF THE WAVE°APP

INDEPENDENTLY GROWN POOL° PYRAMID

-  Members use the App for TIME recording & documentation
-  Levels 1-4 must each be connected to 1 Representative
-  3 Representatives plus 6 Experts can define one Designated Chairman
-  A Designated Chairman & his Representatives can CERTIFY public Pool°TIME
-  Levels 1-4 can only WITNESS public Pool°TIME in documentation
-  In the exchange of Pool°TIME vs. Free°TIME, a ratio must be negotiated
-  In the exchange of Pool°TIME vs. Pool°CREDITS, a ratio must be negotiated

The WAVE°App can thus be used by any independent organisation as their tool 
for time recording and billing. Maybe You will want to use it just because it will 
be the best app worldwide for this – or because the capitalist fiat money system has 
just collapsed. Then a hospital can for example just start using the WAVE°App – and 
carry on!

When freelancers (or just anybody else) are using the app, they are generating new 
currency in the moment that a deal is done with a customer. By accepting their ser-
vice – billed in Free°TIME -- against a specific rate, currency is exchanged and new 
currency is generated by the Pool° Organisation.

The Pool° Hierarchy has been developed with innovation work in mind, but will work 
for any profession or kind of job. The most natural way to learn for Humans is to have 
master and apprentice in the beginning. Later -- to develop new branches of knowled-
ge -- people need to build up their expertise on the job and in research.

In today‘s industries, there is usually not enough time allocated for the education of 
juniors. This is a result on our (wrong) focus on money alone. The time used for educa-
tion does not generate money, but it generates BENEFIT! And future wealth, including 
material one.

All levels until Chairman can be filled up ‚from below‘, with any Chairman being  
promoted from below staying ‚Designated Chairmen‘ until they are officially confir-
med by the Pool° Organisation – ‚from above‘.

Now we need an app developer and a big sponsor who is ready to CONQUER THE 
WORLD. Please contact us if you want to finalise the concept with us.

Keep calm & install the WAVE°App!

>> When the capitalist fiat money system collapses worldwide (which will happen quite 
soon), then it will be possible to work on with Pool°TIME!  >> So when it happens:

The WAVE°App is planned to make promotion an easy process that can be done 
via the app by a number of superiors or equals in a pyramid. The Numbers below 
are provisional – maybe higher values are required to make it more difficult to create 
‚trash pyramids‘, but in the end, ‚trash pyramids‘ will only produce trash Pool°TIME 
and trash Pool°CREDITS, marked with their own trash code.

The conversion rate is negotiated on the spot, but both parties can later complain 
against the deal. Work documentation is very important!

FREELANCERS

RULES OF PROMOTION IN THE POOL° HIERARCHY

DISRUPTIVE!!! >> The WAVE°App will allow people to record the time that 
they invest for the COMMUNITY -- and get it certified. EVERYBODY can inde-
pendently build up a working Pool° Pyramid!

PLAYLIST: OSS° // The Pool° / 🌦/ Prayers for Rain! °

PLAYLIST: OSS° // 🌊 / First We Take Manhattan °

>> PDF Download: The Pool° Organisation Mechanics Infoposter

>> PDF Download: The Pool° Organigram Structure Infoposter
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